Theater Medical Operations
and Medical Logistics

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
for Our Military Supporting
Global Operations

CACI provides end-to-end healthcare solutions and services for our
nation’s military deployed in theaters of operations globally. We
integrate, test, train, deploy, and sustain electronic medical records
and health-related software on U.S. deployable military systems
to enhance interoperability and deliver continuity of care for U.S.
military personnel abroad. CACI provides emergency preparedness,
logistics, and medical contingency support for the Department of
Defense and rapidly deploys assets in support of wartime efforts,
humanitarian relief, and other contingency operations worldwide.
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Highlights:

CACI provides training and

·

Accurate, efficient, and high-quality medical treatment

deployed medical person-

·

Improved interoperability among
DoD health-related systems

·

Medical situational awareness in
any operational environment

·

Enhanced healthcare delivery for
medical personnel

·

Increased productivity, cost benefit, and reduced time to deploy
system improvements

·

system support for forward
nel from pre-deployment
through the battlespace.

·

Medical Communications for Combat Casualty Care (MC4): MC4 is the U.S. Army’s
single, tactical medical information management and IT system that delivers timely,
cost-effective, and easy-to-use IT solutions to enable improved operational healthcare
and patient documentation. CACI integrates, tests, trains, deploys, and sustains elec-

Enhanced analytics and reporting
capabilities to deliver precision
care

tronic medical record software onto the Army’s systems. We automate and streamline

·

Comprehensive management of
care delivery and logistical support

for military personnel.

·

Effective medical field operations
support

·

Rapid deployment to emerging
global situations requiring medical
care support

installation and updates to speed release of new capabilities and improve functionality
for users, and ultimately enhance interoperability of the systems and continuity of care

·

Defense Health Readiness Engineering Support (DHRES): DHRES comprises tactical
medical information management systems used by the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps,
and U.S. Air Force. CACI provides training and system support for forward deployed
medical personnel from pre-deployment through the battlespace. Our proven superior
customer and system support helps healthcare providers deliver accurate, efficient
medical treatment and enhances medical situational awareness in theater operational
environments.

·

Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support (DMLSS): The DMLSS program provides
end-to-end medical logistics supply chain management to the DoD. CACI develops,
tests, trains, and supports DMLSS, which provides a continuum of IT capability for logistics that overcomes the challenges of global operations from commercial suppliers to
theater operations. CACI is currently performing a technical refresh of DMLSS, incorporating business intelligence, interfaces and data warehouse functions, and integrating
assemblage management functions into the new centralized web service: LogiCole.

·

Expeditionary Contingency Medical Materiel (ECMM) Program: CACI has unparalleled medical logistics expertise that includes building, maintaining, deploying, and
reconstituting medical assemblages of all types required to support military operations.
Through the ECMM program, we rapidly deploy assets in support of wartime, humanitarian relief, and other contingency response operations worldwide.
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CACI’s 23,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing
the unique expertise and distinctive technology that
address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission
challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and
excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as
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a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently
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